October 24, 2010
Dr. Donald McIsaac
Executive Director
Pacific Fishery Management Council
7700 NE Ambassador Place, Suite 101
Portland, Oregon 97220-1384
Dear Dr. McIsaac,
RE: Allocation of Sablefish in The Conception Management Area
A concept paper proposed by an ad hoc group of Limited Entry Permitted longline fishermen from
Morro Bay, California.
Under the current fisheries management regime sector allocations are made biennially and through
inseason adjustments [Trawl sector allocations and sablefish north of 36°N latitude are among the
exceptions]. Sector allocations are sometimes considered inseason, concurrent with the need to constrain
harvests and avoid exceeding a harvest guideline. These inseason adjustments are often made under
duress, with limited information and severe time constraints. This is particularly true with sablefish
management south of 36°N latitude. The consequences of these status quo actions are ad hoc – de facto
allocations that contribute to inefficiency, inequity, reduced fishing opportunities and high discard rates.
This has left Limited Entry permitted full time participants in the fishery without any certainty
regarding current or future harvest opportunity. The result is a complete inability to make reasonable
business decisions, jeopardizing the long-term economic stability of the entire non-trawl groundfish
fishery.
One important part of the solution to these serious management problems is the formal and final
allocation of sablefish south of 36°N latitude between the Limited Entry (LE) fixed-gear and Open
Access (OA) sectors.
Recognizing the need for a full discussion of this concept, we make the following proposal to start the
dialogue.
Amendment 21 to the Groundfish Fishery Management Plan states “The division of the fleet into
limited and open access participants will require that separate allocations be made for each group where
management measures are required to prevent harvest in excess of annual catch limits.” The fleet was
divided into LE and OA participants in 1994. In September 2010, the Council recommended an inseason
adjustment that reduced LE fixed-gear and OA sablefish landing limits south of 36°N latitude in order to
prevent harvest in excess of annual catch limits. NMFS subsequently implemented the revised limits
with great urgency. We understand that Amendment 21 has not been fully approved; however the need
to formally allocate sablefish south of 36°N latitude is apparent.
Amendment 21 states “Allocations for the open access fishery will be based on historical catch levels
for the period July 11, 1984 to August 1, 1988 by exempted, longline and fishpot gears used by vessels
which did not receive an endorsement for the gear.” This is in accords with Amendment 6 to the FMP
and should be sufficient for determining the OA and resulting LE fixed-gear allocations of sablefish
south of 36°N latitude.
However, given the complexities of the qualification requirements for the original license limitation
program, history prior to 1994 may be difficult to track and treat in an equitable fashion. If this proves
true we propose using an allocation period that runs from the inception of the license limitation program,
1994, and covers a long period afterward – perhaps ten years.
The earliest year, 1994 is recommended because this was the first year of the license limitation
program, which substantially changed participation in the fishery. In addition, landings after 1994 are
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delineated between the LE fixed-gear and OA sectors with some certainty, and an initial year of 1994
implies a long allocation period that is not unprecedented. The LE trawl rationalization program used
1994 to 2003 as the allocation period.
Average total catch during the period from 2003 to 2005 was used to determine the percentage of
allocation for the LE trawl sector (Amendment 21 as adopted). In general, the Council believed the more
recent catch period from 2003 to 2005 should form the basis for deciding sector allocations since
discards during this period were better informed, and current management strategies, such as
specification of RCAs, are more likely in the near future when these allocations will be implemented.
An allocation period that runs from 2003 to 2005 may be appropriate for determining the LE fixed-gear
and OA allocation of sablefish south of 36°N latitude for many of the same reasons. In addition, the total
catch percentages for LE fixed-gear and OA sablefish south of 36°N latitude [and all Amendment 21
species] for the period 2003 to 2005, as well as other relevant information, are contained in the
Amendment 21 final EIS. This would facilitate and assist the allocation process as opposed to starting
from scratch. The Council decided early in the process of developing intersector allocation alternatives
that Amendment 21 would focus on making long-term allocations to the LE trawl sector. Long-term
allocations to non-tribal non-trawl groundfish sectors, which include the recreational, LE fixed-gear, and
various open access fisheries, may subsequently be considered in one or more trailing amendments to
the FMP.
It is important to use a date no later than 2005 for the final year of the allocation period under any
allocation scenario for the following reasons.
Trawl fishing activity all but ceased in 2005 south of 36°N latitude and has not been replaced. As a
result, the portion of fish that was unallocated formally but was traditionally harvested by the trawl
sector was available to the non-trawl sector. The Council incrementally increased non-trawl landing
limits in the area with the intent of increasing participation in the non-trawl fishery in order to harvest
the available fish – this was successful and a significant effort increase occurred, particularly for the OA
sector. This increase in effort is not representative of the fishery over time and beginning in 2011 42%
of the sablefish south of 36°N latitude will be allocated in perpetuity to the LE trawl sector.
The Council began to discuss Limited Entry for the OA sector in 2005. A control date of September
13, 2006 was announced and notice was given that landings after that date likely would not count toward
future allocations or participation in a limited access scheme. Because of the substantial time between
the initial discussion, and actual setting of the control date, a race to participate began in 2005. Use of
landings after the 2006 control date would reward those who disregarded the control date
announcement, create perceptions of inequity, and encourage fishermen to ignore such dates in the
future, negatively affecting the Council’s ability to credibly use control dates.
Finally, use of a date no later than 2005 for the final year of the allocation period may give more
weight to those who have long-term investment and participation in the fishery (and their successors in
interest) as compared to those who entered the fishery in more recent years and / or raced for
participation status to qualify for a permit or allocation.
For the above stated reasons, we feel the PFMC should begin the process of allocation of sablefish
south of 36°N latitude as soon as possible. We hope we can be a partner with the PFMC as we work
together to accomplish mutual goals, and we stand ready to assist the PFMC in working through the
complex issues associated with allocation. Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Bill Diller, Owner/Operator; FV TKO,
Roger Cullen, Owner/Operator; FV DORADO,
Brett Cunningham, Owner/Operator; FV TOMMY LYNN II
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